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UECUTWX SUMMRY

The impressive gno\trth record of the Third World over the last

two decades tends to rnask the fact that thc economic growth of the

poorer LDCs fless developed countries), and especially that of the

LLDCS 0east develolrd countries) and of the periphe ral sector in

NICS (newly industrializing countries) has been, to say the least,

disappointing.

Most analysts no*' tend to agree that this lopsided development

in the Third World can be corrected only by directly addressing tbe

productivity and qualiw of life problems of underdevelopment on a

national scale, Horvever, suryeys indicate that both the capital and

human resources that could be nurde available for this purpose may

fall far short of the resources required for tlte implementation of

orthodox development programmes.

Hence there is a need to design new prototJ@e progr..arnmes

which could, with little delay, improve the productivity and quality

of liie of the peripheral sector on a national scale, under the pre-

vailing resource constraints. To achieve this goal, programmes

would hav€ to be applied rvhich would firstly create t-he environment

for social learrring in order to relax the resource constraints. Tbe

new prototJrpes lrould differ from orthodox prograrnmes in four ways.

Firstly, while orthodox progxammes tend to disregard capaciff

Iimitations in hurran resources at both ends of the transfer process,

the new protof5,pes would initially adapt operations to the limitations

o{ people (in the development institutions and in the target population),

and rvould, by the promotion of social leaming, endeavour concurrently

to upBrade tie capacity of people in accordance with the requirements of
the further advancement of the programme.

Secondly, instead of attempting to impose-paternalistically-new
patlerns of production and social behaviour, the new prototjrpes would

ma\e every effort to motivate gress-roots participation and promote

assumption by the target population of co-responsibility for the design,

implementation and, Iater, operation of projects. 
I
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Thirdly, in order to allow for the unavoidable uncertainties, which

the inflexible blueprint-like approach of orthodox plaming, characteristic-

ally disregards, an experimentsl style, which is wide-open to feedback,

will have to tre adopted.

Fourthly, one of the principal selection crit€ria used in orthodox

planning-that of the optimization of the benefit-cost relationship of indivi-

dual projects associated witi) an investment for t]le improvement of a specific

production complex (such as an irrigation facility) must be set aside. In its

place, the integr:ated use of the totality of natur:al resources and of the un-

employed and underemployed labour available within a basin or a region,

and of the pot€ntial contribution of the target population tbat can be mobilized

by emphasis on social learadng and participation, should be adopted as the

selection criterion. This criterion aims at achieving under the prevailing

constraints, the greatest possible benelit streams for the basin or r€gion,

their most satisfactory soeial distribution, and the speediest conversion to

self-sustained grow'th.

Although development efforts, as a matter of course, should not-cannot-

be confined to the peripheral sector, tlre modern-sector bias of tlre last two

decades must, for sone time, give way to a bias favouring ttre p€Tipheral sectDr,

with a view to setting right the lopsidedress of pa.st development efforts. Along-

side the quasi-closed modern-sectnr isla.nd economies that bave been created by

exslusive reliance on orthodox development styles, quasi-closed peripheral econo-

mies, the rtransitional economiesr of tlris paper, should be established. Transi-

tional economies would pmduce primarily for their own consumption; they would

produce for intersectorial and interrauonal e:rports only to the extent needed to

pa.y for their imports,

The new protofi'pe programmes will focus on issues of productivity and

production in agriculture, off-farm job creation in rural industries ard vork-
shops, rural social services, and infrastructure, Parallel programmes ought

to be oromoted in the so-called rinformal-sectort in urban slums.
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Highly successful large-scale agricultural productivity programrncs

of this type have, over the last few years, been executed, under World Bank

auspices, in the irrigated areas of numerous countries, while srnaller projects

are being executed in areas under a rainfed agriculture' Promising beginnings

have likewise been made with similar metttods in other sectors' such as basic

health and education. All tbese programmes have certain common featrres:

the selection of technologies that comply with the above-mentioned ctiterion'

the upgrading aDd expansion of supporting ertension services and of similar

institutions mediating the necessary transfers of tecluology, flexibility in

planning and implementation, and adoption by government of appropriate

economic policies,

Neither NIcs nor LDCs have the capital or the trained human resources

needed to launch programmes in all sectors simultareouslyi nor could the

target population absorb such a densiw of innovation. Initial programmes

will tlerefore have to be confined to the most acute issues and designed so

as to achieve, with available resources, substantial initial benefits on the

bmadest possible front; subsequent programmes would aim at rraking the

fullest possible use of the facilitation effects that can be achieved within

gectors or between them.

The proposed strat€gy reorientation is liable to meet resistance from

Eatry quart€rs. To oversome this resistance, strong national and internauonal

lncentives will have to be created. National incentives will have to be sponsored

by redesigning economic policies so as to reverse the existing modem-sector

bias. Intenational turcentives might take the form of earmarking concessionary

frurds of international, regional or bilateral finding agencies for the new proto-

types in LDCs and LDDes, or offering for ttransitional economy' programmes

in NICs interest rate supports according to tbe Horowitz P1an, v"ithin a co-

financing frameworlr comprising both public funding agencies and commercial

banks. Economic incentives will have to be supplemented by raeasures intended

to make t}re planning approach professionally respectable, for instance, by putting

the new strat€S, on the agenda of national and regional professional discussion

fora' etc' 
/...
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The 'trickling downr effect of the modern-sector emphasis of the

last two decades has failed to alleviate periphe ral poverty or t}re endcmic

problens associated with it, such as excessive rural-urban miglation and

demographic gmwth. The encouraging record of the nerv strategy in agri-

culhrre indicates that application of a similar methodology to other sectors-
such as rural services, off-farm job creation, basic housing and job creation

in the urban slums-offer a promising strategy for bringing tbe peripheral

sector into tbe economy, with t}re least possible delay and on tle largest
possible scale.

Rapid and massiv€ development of the periphery wilt undoubtedly

create a substantial rtrickling-up' effect whlch should before long also

benefit t}re modern sector. Moreover, successful adoption of the new

stEt€gy in a few countries is expected to create a demonstration effect

which will give rise to a 'sidewardt triclding effect faciLitating a bnoader

diffusion of the message, Israel has been applying some elements of tbib

metbodology, botb within Israel a-IId in il,s numerous foreign cooperation

progranlmes in the Tbird World.

Israel's experience and e4rertise, as well as that of other countries

active in this field, could be utilized to assist Third World Eations to accele-

rate lhe shift to tbe rtransitional econob.y' strat€gy.
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RANGE OF GOALS

It is impossible to deal with developrre nt strat€g_v without reference

to goals. However, it would be difficult to identify a generally accepbble

goal-set that would fit the diversity of socio-economic and culhrral condi-

tions, aspirations, ideologies ,nd political reFimes encountered in the less

developed countries (LDCs). The best we can hope for is to make the defini-

tion of a goal-set sufficiently broad to make it acceptable to most LDCs,

without making it so broad as to deprive it of any mcaning.

The broad range of goals referred to in this memorandum is derived

from the at least rhetorical consensus tlrat the primary aspiration of LDCs

ought now to be to promote the economical integration of the poorest, by

assisting tJrem to enter the 'transitional economy' en nursse, to assist

those who are already part of it to move to higher levels of productivity,

and to facilitate the movement into the moderrr economy of tle upper popula-

tion stratum in the ltransitional economy'.

The concept of rtransitional economy' used here is meant to de-

not€ a continuous d1'namic p r o c e s s (rather than a target) of upgrading of

tecbaology, inputs a:rd me.ns of production-coupled with the associated

processes of cultural, instihrtional and political adaptation-at irtensities

which can be sustained on a national scale under prevailing constraints.

Transitional economy refers to 'growth' in the econolaic diEensions,

whereas the associated processes refer to 'growttr' in the non-economic

dimensions. Development, the object of our aspirations, is contingent

on scbedu).ing the allocation of resources in a way which will ensure a

harmonious progression of both aspects of growth.

DIAGNOSTICS

Although an impressive rate of economic grotth has b€en achieved

in many LDCs, gro.,t"th in lower-income countries has lagged behind, and

development of the pe ripheral population, in pr:actically all LDCs, has

been, to say the least, disappointing. ln the North-South dialogue, t}lis

failure has been attributed to four main deficiencies. 
,
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Imbalance in resource allocation between the peripheral-
traditional and the central-modern sectors (resulting in
an almost exclusive ffu{ation on economic gxo*'th) and in
a failure to develop effective prototy'pe progremmes for
the economie a.nd socio-cultural development of the peri-
pheral sector.

Inadequacy of concessionary and commercial and financial
support end of trade opporhrdties to those LDCS which
need it most, and'usurpation' of decision-making power
in international institutions by the developed countries (DCs)'

(c) Failure of communication caused primarily by differences in
the parties! conceptions of their own interests and of those of
the opposing party' e).acerbated by 'etbnocentric' ideologies
and a rgumentation.

(d) Evasion of responsibility for fuilur€s by taking refuge in
'projection', i.e., ascription of the causes of endogenous
fuilures to exogenous agents and collusions, and in 'cargo-
cult' escapism, i. e. , legitimizing the remissness in taldng
requisite action by the refusal of exogenous agents to aclorow-
ledge their responsibilibr for past and present rsins of commis-
sion and omissionr, and assertion of the dependence oi action'
on a meaningful sca1e, upon their redress.

In t.Le North-Souttr controversy, DCs are wont to attribute the dis-

appointing results of development programmes in the Third World prirne rily
to the first of lhe abcve listed deficiencies, LDCS to the second deflciencyi

the ftird deficiency is assiduously ignored by bot! sides, LDCs are usually

accused of being addicted to the fourtfi vice, though DCs cannot claim to be

completely free from it.

ALTERNATryE- DEVEL.!.P\pI.IT.STRATEGIES

It would be absurd to claim that a single development strat€Ty can fit
tbe great variew of conditions and aspirations found in the LDCs. Obviously

no single str:ategy can produce feasible solutions vhich would meet the needs

of tlte poorest billion people in the low-income and middle-income countries'

as well as those of the population in the modern sector of the middle-income

countries and of t}le poprlation of the oil-rich countries.

(a)

(b)
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The present memorandum deals exclusively with
the development problems of the first category, l. e.,
the poor in the LDCs. The strategies outlined here
refer only to this social stratrm, and it is, tberefore, obvious that

they cannot become exclusive strategies, and that
most LDCs-and especially NICs-wilI also have to
continue to follow some of thei.r orthodox develop-
ment policies with their export emphasis.

Itis, holvever, felt ttrat a rev i sion of p ri o ritie s in
tavour of the peripheral population and a radical
rethinking of methodologies to harmonize with the
conditions encountered in tbe development of this
social stratum will result not only in a better dis-
tributlon and in larger amounts of welfare, but
that it could also, in the longer term, provide a
gounder basis for further expansion ol the modern
sector. Indeed, ttre history of economic development ildicates
thaq in tb€ majorif of ca€es, indrstrialization bas been preceded by
Dassive agriculttral development.

Two basic policy alternatives-anchored in two antitbetic hypo-
theses of the causes of tle poverty oi nations-bave been ptomoted

alnce the end of World War tr.

Emphasis on development of tf,re modern sector and the
related infrastncarre and services, on ttre assuhption
tbat the tr:aditional sector would, in time, benefit from aItrlckling downi effect; ttris alternative, focussing on urban
industrtalization aimed at import substitution and,/or erport,
6tems from the hypothesis t}at attributes intemational ine-
quality mainly to global stmctural factors. According to
this hypotbesis, the poverty of the LDCs is due to their Ineo*
colonial exploitation' effected by tbe 'collusion' of the DCs.
Tttis collusion extends to the manipulation of terms of tr.:ade,
formal or ihformal trade baEiers, t}le imposition of an inequi-
table intemational division of labour between Nortr and South,
tbe abuse of t}le cont::ol by tlre North over tre international
financial Earket and intemational fulding instituUons, etc.

(a)
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O) Emphasis on direct efforts to break the vicious circle of
poverw in the peripheral traditional sector. This develop-
ment strat€gy is rooted in a hypotlesis which attributes
poverty primarily to the operation of internal structural
factors-political, economic, social, cultural and ideological.
It places t}re responsibility for u-ndertaking the refractorl'
job oI transformation squarely on the national govemment.

During the first three post-war decades, emphasis was uncondition-

ally on the fi.rst, the modern-sector str:ate5/, and this has brougbt about

in some countries a spectacular growth of the modern scctor. Horvever,

the promised 'trickling down' effect to benefit the peripheral sector failed

to materialize and a dual-economy pattern evolved instead, char:actefized

by an uneasy co-existence of an expranding modern-sector economy at the

centre with a stagrlant traditional economy at the periphery,

The second development hypothesis has succeeded in mobilizing

support only recently, as a reaction to the uliversal stagnation in the

developraent of the peripheral sector-the result of exclusive emphasis

on the first hjrpothesi s.

A gradual shift in allocation policies can already be observed.

Honever, resource allocation and atlention to tlre peripheral sector

are still far from adequate, alrd centres almost completely on the

creation of the infrastmcture for Eaterial growth, vihile paying only

scarce attention to the complementary aspects of socio-culhrral adaptatton.

TI{E PROPOSED STRATEGY: PROMOTION OF A 'TRANSITIONAL ECONOMYT

Looking back at the economic history of fhe past thirty years' Yse car

observe that economic policies and development strztegies are rarely balanced

and that one tlpe of policy usually follows its opposite in wbat might be termed

a periodic dialectic s$/ing. The causes of t}is periodicity in emphasis can be

traced to socio-economic and political, as well as psychological-motivational,

factors. A balanced programrne rnay appear to lacl( in charisma and make

indifferent rhetoric; conversely, a sharp turn in emphasis often appeals to

the imagination, and may provide welcome rrrobilization slogans.
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To counterbalance the modem-sector bias of the last thirty years,

resource allocations must be shifted to the traditional sector and the peri-
phery. The bias on the centre has created rquasi-closedr moder.n-sector

islands, produchg primarily for tbeir orn consumption and yielding only

marginal benefits to the periphery, while using the income from exports

originating in the periphery to finance the capital imports needed to de-

velop the modern sector. The proposed shift of bias to the periphery

would aaalogously facilitate the emergence of a (temporar-
ily) quasi-closed periphera). economy which would
produce food and n o n - a g r i c u I tu r a I goods and services,
primarily for its own consumption, with predominantly
agricultural surpluses to pay for its imports from the
mod e rn sector and f rom the world ma rke t.

Unl.ike t}te rbasic-needs' concept, which carries the offensive connota-

t.ion of an exte rnally imposed target which deprives the poor of fte right to

aspire beyond the indignity oI rigidly defined bare subsistence, the 'transi-
tional economy'-concept gives rise to the image of a continuous autonomous

process of gro$th and adaptation. Rather tban suggesting to palm off

inferior solutions on a resigned lumpenproletariat and thereby legitimize

the inadequacy of capital transfers from DCs, (as the 'trasic needsr concept

might be interpreted to do), it proposes to create, for t}le great majority of

the poor, opportunities and support to join the economy and to better their

condition continuously by their own effort. The launching of the 'transitional
economy' could be compared to a moving pavement in which, at one end,

'passengersr embark and corlmence their joulney; those already on the

pavement continue their progress to intermediate targets, and those at the

far end disembark and ca-n move on to the next pavement, t}le modern sector.

The modern-sestor strategy implies a discontinuous
leap from a traditional to a rnodern economy, a leap which

will bave to remain confined to a narrorv poprlation front because of its high

resource requirements. Thi.s strategy aLso cal1s for firm and specific goals which,
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fau te de mi eu x, will usually turn out to be infelicitous copies of

the orthodox gro*th goals of the industrialized countrics-ironically

at a time rvhen the latte r are labouring urder serious misgivings re-

garding the rvisdom of their choice.

The very tact tbat tlte transitional-economy strategy aims much

lorver offers the option of erpanding development interventions, without

delay, on a national scale and without initially having
to assume commitments beyond the most obyious tar-
gets, which are common to all strategies. This will enable LDCs to

de rive their own long-range goal concepts fmm experimentation with

alternative goals in the course of ttreir development.

THE IMPLICATIONS OF THE NEW DE\,'ELOPMENT STRATEGY

According to the 19?9 World Development Report of the World

Batrk, some 600 million people may, in the year 2000, still have to

]ive below the line of absolute poverty, even if we assume a moderately

optimistic and 'surprise-free' scenario. h a less optimistic scenario'

the figure night exceed 700 million. The most empbatic recorrmenda-

tion of the Report is that the flow of tunds to LDCs ought to be greatl.y

augmented and exports from LDCs to DQs expanded. Horvever, consider-

ilg the economic outlook of OECD countries in the near future, the authors

of the Report doubt the probability of such changes. By confining future

development strategy to the continuation of orthodox trends, the authors

of tbe Report have been forced into a varirnt of the icargo-cult' frame of

mind: no sufficient improvements carl be effected in the selfare of the

;roor, unless the DCs change their way of thinking about their global

responsibilities, in a manner tllat the authors themselves deem im-

probabl e.

LDC representative orgnnizations have readily taken up this argument

and used it to rationalize their orvn rcargo-cult' attitudes; to fudher underpin

their case, they have pronounced that LDC developmcnt is conditional on

radical changes in global politics and in the control of international institutions,
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changes which will hardly be acceptable to the DCs, whlch provide

most of the funds-

The kingpin of the cargo-cult argument is, however, the 'structurrllst'
hypothesis positing a direct and exclusive causative interconnection betrveen.

the poverty of LDCs (and especially of LLDCs ) and the affluence of DCs,

Whatever tmth the argument may contain, most analysts would now tend

to agr€e tlat it has least validity in relatlon to the p€ripheral sector. The

fundamental causes of the povertjr of this sector have to be sought in

national, rsther t}an in global stmcbrral problems. Hence, it would be

illusory to hope to attenuate peripheral poverty in LDCs witbout addressing,

in tlp first place, the r€levant na ti onal atnrctural problems.

To escape the rcargo-cultt frame of mind, problems will have to be re-
defined and problem-solving attitudes revised. Instead of posing the queston;

wbat are the conditions that bave to be met and the resources tlat have to be

nobilized to achieve attaiDable targets ? we ought to define our pmblem as!

how can available resources be best used to promote the 'ttansitional economy'

on the broadest possible scale and thereby supply the peripberal population

with tle means to rise above the level of absolute poverty ? Since such

objectives, apparently, cannot be reached by pursuing the cuatomaty types of
plograrnmes, what other programme prototypes would offer better prospects to

succeed under prevailing constraints ? How could the dormaut motivatlon of
cbange agents and target population be harTlessed tlrough pa rticipation to

lmprove cost-effectivenes s ? Wltat macro-economic policies x,ould have to be

eDbraced and wbat incentives and facilitating conditions creat€d by national

governments and intemational agencies to promote the acceptance of t}te eor€
prcmising prototype of progtammes ?

Experlence shows that development, as now practised, is liable to
exlnust resources without advancing society at a r:ate and on a scale

cohfstible with long-term goal aspir^ations. Orthodox project designs

have been exhausting resources to provide hardware and increase personnel,

while Studiously shunning interventions associated \vitl the troublesome

behavioural-institutional transformations. More ambitious projects uay
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have specified somc of the latter-type interventions, but ln designing them,

they have, wrtll recently, disregarded the capacity limitetions encountered

both in developmcnt lnstltutlons and in target populations.

The proposed programme prototypes suggest tailorlng the garment

according to tbe cloth on hand, and not according to professional tradition
or fashion. New prototlpe programmes will adapt their initiral stsges to
capaciw limitations in development institttions and in tie target populetions;

tlley will, however, at the same time, utilize achievements and contexts

engendered by t}le initial stages, to create the mouvation, lsrow-how and

behavloural adaptetions needed to support subsequent rno r€ ambifious inter-
ventions. Socio-economic benefits cal, of course, be justified on their own

nerits; but they mtght also be conceived as inatmments for the promotion oI
a self-sustainiDg process of development, and self-organlzafion,

More concretely, in the poorer LDCs, resource scarcities are not

confined to capital, but ext€nd also to problem-solving and decision-ma.king

and manageEent capacities at tle centre; to motivafion and operaflonal effecuve-
ness of change agents; to the capacity of the target poprlation to absorb innova-

tion, and to tlcir proF€nsity to take risks,

The beet use we can make of these scarce nesources to improve the

welfare of tle poor on a nationAl scale will, therefore, be in prcgramnes

which' in tleir initial stages, would confine t}re number of simultaneous lnter-
ventiona and whlch would select slmple and affordable technologiee. The

mobtllzauon effects achieved, the bebavioural adaptatton attained, and tre
information generated by initial intervenuons ought to make lt possible to

Eove, in subsequent stages, to more ambitioue objectlves and technologies,

to increase tbe nuhbet of programmes, and to deal with the interrelations

b€tween them.

To obtain an overview of the intermeshing of the yarious national

devetropment issues, a compr€hensive development vtsion will be needed.

However, in planning short-term and medium-trrm development stxategy,
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a limited number of acute issues related to the welfare of the frcripheral popula-

tion will have to be selected for which substsntial improvements can be achieved

within a reasonable time and on a national scale, even under pr€!'ailing resources

and capacity constraints.

DIFFENXNCES BETWEEN PREVAILING AND PROPOSED PROGRAMI'IE PRIORITIES

T'be principal causes of the disappointing results of many programmcs for the

development of the peripheral population appear to be related to the concentration'

timing, intensity, combination and sequencilg of flows of inforDation and resources,

and to the failure to present prog::ammes as part of a more comprehensive, more

signilicant and more inspiring aspiration, Timing and sequencirg of flows will often

be found to be decisive for success. Thus 'predevelopment' of an area tJrmugh the

upgnding (or creation where nonexistent) of effective agriculturaf industrial' health-

related and other supporting extension services may not only dranatically raise

productivity and improve the qrality of life, but it may, most decisively, facilitate

and accelerate acceptance of subsequent irrigation investments aud thereby reduce the

large costs associated with maturation. In reality, plamrers rarely realize the

serious loss in employment, production and transforrnation effects suffeEd by a

delay in reducing'predevelopmentr.

A further deficiency is the disregard of performance feedbacks expressed

in terms of meaningful social and economic criteria. As a consequence, there

is litUe improvement by learning and the same tjrpe of programme rnay be re-

peated for decades in spite of obvious failures.

An additional important deficiency is the excessive concentl:ation of input

streams, Every programme is characterized by its specific rcritical nass' of

inputs, i. e. , by threshold flows of resources and information needed to elicit

response. If programmes with a high critical mass are selected (sucb as public-

sector settleEent programmes), resources at the disposal of development institu-

tions will be used up on a narrow population front without benefiting the majority

of the population. Paternalistic operational styles will exacerbate inequibbility of

benefit distribution by inhibiting the mobilization of the dorrrant capacities of the

tatget population, which could reduce the cdtical usss of public-sector interven-

tions. Orthodox development has become a gamc plaved by development institutions
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according to immuiable mles without olfering the slightest prospect of convergence

on national long-term objectives.

Excessive concentration of streams of capital and infortnation now practised

will not only affect distributional equity, but also economic benefits. In LDCs, the

rproduction functionr, representing the relation between capitsl and information

inputs, on the one hand, a.nd benefits achieved, on the other hand, will, in most

ceses, prove to be very steep in its first section and thcn gradually flatLen out; in

other words, a broader-and ideally national-deployment of input streams promises

to yield both higher (social as well as economic) benefits than a concentrated one, as

Iong as input intensities remain above thresholds. Preference should therefore be

given to pragrammes characterized by low threshold values and eorrespondingly

attractive outputs. Adoption of this selection criterion for the allocztion of re-

sources has been shown to contribute incomparably more to the achievemcnt qi

both social and economic objectives tban tbe often marginal attempts to roptirnizel

cost-effectivenes s of conventional narrow-front programmes with high threshold

levels. The encouraging results achieved, on a very large scale, in World Balk

projects by applying the "Training and Visits" (T & V) low-threshold type of ex-

tension programmes in inigated agriculture, (pioneered by Israel) or similarly

strrrctural operations to promote basic health benefits, in accordance with t}re

Alma Ata resolutions, of theW.It.O., are illustrations of the validity oi this

selection principle.

Finally, a deficiency has to be mentioned which may appear to be rather
rabstract' but which still has proven to be very damaging, i. e. , the disregard

of the continuity, complexity, non-linearity and indeterminacy
of the development process. The western paradigm of development envisages a'

bl'and large, predictable process of gro$th within an existing economic, cultural'

social and political framework, in which the complexity of requisite adaptation of

attitudes a.nd behaviour can be disregarded by the development institution because

adaptation will, generally, evolve spontaneously. In this vision, lllan figures as a

conveniently adaptive input to economic grorth, and social institutions as an invariant.

The transfer of this paradigm to the developmcnt context of LDCs, where the (unforbr-

nately never tully predictable) adaptation of behaviour dnd the transfornation of atu-

tudes constitute a primary instrumental objective-has become one of the most

serious deficiencies in LDC development thinking. 
/..,
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RIVISION OF THN GOAL IMAGE

In developing countries, the transformation of attitudcs, behaviour and

lnstitutional structurc have to be viewed as both major instmmental and im-
poflant, intrinsic (i. e, , direcUy man-related) goals. The trajectory taken to
achieve economic goals, i.e., the type and degree of tr."ansformation achieved,

the tpot€ntialr creat€d, may tlerefore prove to be as important, (and sometirnes

Irore important) ttnn the level of goal-achievement. In this view, the primary
purpose of development efforts in LDC8 ought to be to initiate a process of
change which promises to become increasingly self-sustaining.

Goal-irnages will, of course, have an import2nt bearing on allocation of

resources. Until a short time ago, the general consensus in DCs was that the

goal of development was the unlirdted increase of materlal welfure. Today,

even dyed-in-tbe-wool conaervatives would have misgivings regarding the

exclusive validity of this goal, In LDCg, the goal lmage is still in a fornative

stage, but there is a clear tendencv to reject ltransplantations! of the goal

inrages of DCs and to search for goals anchored in the cultures of DCs. It
might be argued that, since immediate targets of LDCs are obviously to break

tlle vicious circle of poverty, ttre nafure of ultimate targets is only a matter of

rhetorical concenr. However, it would be urwise to ulderestimate the motivating

power of cbarismastic, comprehensive goa). images and the influence it is liable

to exert on the course of development, The inabilifu of many LDCs to conceptual-

ize such a goal-image as a framework for concrete programmes ls among tlte

causes of their failure to reach the peripheral population,

Medium-term development programmes ought, therefore, to be presented

as the launching stage of comprehensive long-term programmes, and these given

a mofe definite form as experience accumulates.

III! -NEy__EES!9IXB!._EE9qE4ertqC

There are no universal prescriptions as to how to overcome the endemic

deficiencies of current development practices and break the vicious circle of
poverty, Listing the 'one-shoulds' or speculating about 'if onlyr-as nurny over-
ambitious programmes do-will serve no useful purpose. If a nation could tfans-
pose all tbe'tone-shouldsr into reality, it would have learned the lesson and would

no longer be tunderdevelopedr, 
t
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It is, however, possible to outline a number ol fundamental policies for

the lmprovement of the development process and formul.ate guidelines for thelr

promotion. It would also be useful to illustrate the application of these policies

to typical progranmes. This will be done in the present and in tlte following

aections.

In a nutshell, the static aspect of the policy message would be:

adaptation of the development game to the limitation of tlle players, witlout,

however, Iosing sight of longer-term goals. The dynamic aspect ofthe

meaaage would be: adaptation of the players to the requirements of the

development ga,me, i. e., tlre incorporation into programmes of a learning

function to improve the effectiveness of human and institutional resources

and thereby facilitate the relaxation of constraints, Monitoring would bave

to maure that both conditions are met at all times.

To conply with the first part of the static poli cy requlrement,
plarming would have to allow firstly for the limitation of the political process

to deal effectively at one time with more than an extremely limited number of

prioriB lssues. Attention and resources ought therefore to be concentrated

initially on a snall riumber of critical issues. The dishrrbing effects of po-

Ittical instability could be minimized by a programne designed to redrce de-

pendence on tbe centre, for i.nstance, by the participation of funding agencies

in ft|ancing and by encour:aging the formation of programme 'conButuencies'.

Operational limitations of the bureaucratic process, low absorptive

capacrty of the target population, scarcity of capital resources' and polit-

tcal instability will demand simple, low-cost, short-term and highly effect-

iv€ initial programmes, *trich will fully e:rploit the synergistic complementarity

between tbe constituting elements ard which, even under the prevailing constraintg'

can be rapldly expanded to a broader, or even a national, coverage.

To ensure the convetgence of acbral performance upon long-term
national goals, a permanent, systematic and hier3rchic process of monitoring,

evaluation and revision will have to be incorporated into the prograllne: at

lower levels it will follow perforrnance associated with specific short-term or

medium-term targets; at higher levels, it wiII have to monitor convergence

upon long-term goals. | . ..
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To meet the requiremcnts of p o I i c y dy n a rn i c s, programme desigas

will have to embody a learning process operating at a number of levels, At

the first level, the local demonstration effect and measures for risk reduction

ought to motivate people (including change agents) to agree to listen to the basic

development message, i. e., to learn to learn. At t}re next higher level, an

extension service, i, e., a supporting organization operating at the peripheral level
to facilitat€ the acquisition of problem-solvingt decision-rnaking and manual

skillgwill have to be created. For developmcnt hstibrtions this level of
learning will be associated with the capacity to conduct planning in a way

which will comply both with static ard dyDamic policy Tequirements. At a
still higher level, learning will be associated with the planned utilization of
tlre development process proper for the prornotion of contexts to facilitate t.}re

type of socio-cultural adapbtion that tbe programme requir€s.

Finally, at a still higher level, learning will be associated witl the

creation-by t}Ie central national executive, by regional or nation-bloc or-
ganizations, by interna.tional, regional and bilateral fimding agencies, and

by the professional community-of an economic-ideological-professional clinate,
to ensourage political acceptsnce of new programme prototp€s, An elfective
way to create such a promotional climate would be the earDarking by inter-
national funding institutions of concessionary funds for the new proto8pe
projects; such incentives ought to possess the power not only to motivate the

political level to adopt the new developmat strat€gy, but dhey would also

make it politically very awkward not to do so.

ln the economic sphere, the new capacities acquired by change agents

and by the target population will make it possible to address more complex
aspects of development and to consider, in more detail, the utilization of
potential slmergistic complementarities between different prograrnmes. In

the political sphere, peripheral institution-building and self-organization
will create new constituencies which cannot fail to gain some political in-
fluence.
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A TYPICAL PROGRAMME FOR THE PROMOTION
OF THE TRANSITIONAL ECONOMY

Programmes for the promotion of the rtransitional economy' will,
in general, focusonfive p rin ci pal issues: agricultural
productivity (including, where relevant, inig..rtion); off -farm
rural job creation; rural social services and infra-
structure; employment creation, housing and sersices inurban
alume; and population control. For political and logistic

reasons, it will usually prove difficult to start action on all issues

simultaneously. Delayed programmes should be stsrted when those

under execution will ofler appropriate facilitating conditions. If, for

example, highest priority wiU initially be assigrred to agricultural pro-

ductivity (often, a wise selection), the emergence of some tlpe of agri-

cultural coope rative organization in the early phases of the agricultural

programme would offer the option to use it as the core organization to

which rural social services could be attached,

Complementarity will make its greatest contribution to the creation

of the rtransitional economyr where capital investments are coupled with

extenaion operatlons to facilitate the technological transfers and behavioural

cbanges needed for the full utilization of lnvestments.

Generally speaking, the synergistic effects of complementarity may be

attained at tlree levels. At t}Ie htersectodal 1evelr behavioural and institu-

tional adaptive changes achieved in one sector may facilitate cbanges required

in another sector, for instarce, the existence of agricultural cooperative organi-

zations will make it possible to graft on them rural social services. At the intB-

sectorial level: the coupling of capital investment in production facilities ard of

improved inputs with extension operations will substantially improve the cost-

effectiveness of investments i for instsnce, the combination of investments in

irrigation facilities wit}t agriculhrral extension, or of mral water supply facilities

with hygiene and aanitation extension. At the personal level: skills and attitudes

acquired in one sectorial contert will stand in good st€ad in the acceptlnce of inno-

vation related to another sector. Similarly, the learning of simpler skills will
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facllitate acquisition of more complex ones, Moreover, inno tional attitudes,

once adopt€d ald successful, may become a habit, and even ar addiction,

The important and potentially decisive contribution of complementarities

has been demonstrated, on a large scale, in a number of agriculhrral devd op.

ment pmjects in *hich a new type of extension programme figures as the nain
feature in promoting pmtluctivity in irrigated agriculture. More recent opera-

tions in rainfed agriculture have likewise had encouEging results. It may be

no exaggeration to state that massive application of programmes of tlis type

could produce results tllat ar€ compamble to those ol major tecb:oological

breakthmughs, such as tlat of improved 6eed varieties. When ttre two are

combined (as they have been in a number of najor projects) the effect can

become truly dramatic.

Experience with complementary effects in the non-agricultural sectors,

tltough less extensive, is sufficient to confirm the general validity of this

approach. Moreover, this eq)erience shows that basic Eethodologies need

not differ much between seetors and that a methodology proven in the agri-
cultrlal sectpr talay, mutati s mutandi s, come in most useful in the

design of programmes in other sectors. After some adaptive experimentation,

prospects of success for such intersectorial transpositions may be judged to be

excellent.

P4OGRA MMES TO PROMOTE AGRTCULTURAL PRODUCTryIT: AND-IRRIGATION

Pmgrammes to raise agricultural productivity will cou.prise a numbeT of

succeeding phases of increasing coxdplexity. In the early phases, efforts wlll be

associated mainly with assistance to tlle agricultural errt€nsion service in the setting-up

or str€amlining of prograrnmes, of technological diffusion and bebaviour..al adaptation

focussing primarily on a few simple, but highly effective, interventions with low logietic

requiremeDts. [:r Inany cases, the initiation of such programmes will call for rnajor

changes in problem-definition approaches, in work sfirles, in organization, in intra-
organizational communication, and in operational equipment. By exposing farmers to

the demoDstration effect of substantial productivity gains attained by the adoption of
simple, low-cost and low-risk techniques, and by making these techniques accessible,

mouvatioD cen be created to harness dorrnant capacities and tbereby to lmprove Eigni-

ficantly the effectiveness of the direct interventions of chaage agents. In programmes
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of this type, svstematic monitoring, continuous evaluation and periodic revie.r'

are essential to rnaintain adequate performance and to gather valuable informa-

tion.

witl tlre consolidation of the first phase, additional more complex inter-

ventions, backed by local applicative research, will be urdedaken to promote

diversification, to Drovide improved inputs and means of prodr-rction and to

lmprove marketing services. These developments will irvolve more complex

logistics, village-level institution building, organization of credit facilities

and smooth two-way communications with higher professional levels and

research. This might be the correct time to supplement agricultural pro-

gramme with programmes related to other sectors.

In many LDCs, climatic conditions, unfavourable land-man :;"atios or

other economic or political considerations may require a more intensive use

of existing irrigation facilities and their rehabililation or t}le construction of

new irrigation wotks. However, imigation is a notoriously high-cost invest-

ment, and it should not be undertaken without ensuring fuIl use of the potential

synergistic contribution of agricultrral productivity programmes. Wherever

possible, productivity programmes should precede rrajor iDvestments in lrriga-

tion fucilities.

An inlovative approach to raise t}Ie real cost-effectiveness of costly irri-
gation works (as distinguished from the specious cost-effectiveness of ex-ante

studies) requires a revision of their engineering-econonic design. Orthodox

project design aims at mini.mizing costs of conserving and distributing major

(usually river-based) water resources. As a consequence, such designs usually

provide only for the irrigation of upstream lands which ar€ closest to the vater

resource and deprive doraarstr€am farmers-usua11y the majority of the basin

populations-of any benefits. Such a water conservadon design will also greatly

reduce the engineering and economic feasibility of utilizing minor dispersed wEt€r

riesources downatream. Moreover, inigation methods, crop selection agro-

techniques and pot€ntial labour intensity are usually considered (and suboptimized)

separately. Last but not least, experience fron many countrie s has shown tlat
indivisible projects ol this type bave long naturation periods artd prohibitive

gestz.tion costs. 
| ...
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Both economic and soqial considerations indicate the preferability of a

broader distribution, of an integrated conservation of wat€r resources through-

out t}Ie basin, and of joint evaluation of facilities, of translorrnation and of water

appli€tion a"spects. The resulting increase of water availability, the higher

labour saturation of pmduction encouraged by a wider distribution of water, the

seleclion of irrigation methods, crops and agro-t€chniques compatible with the

resources base, the possibility of starting partial development and tranaforration

operauons throughout the basin with less delay and much earlier benefits-all these

Inav be expected to result in greater total economic benefits, greatly reduced

gesbtion costs of project investments, a more equitable di.stribution of benefits,

and a broader and earlier improvement in the general socio-economic climate of

the whole region,

OFF_FARM RURAL E MPLOYMENT THROUGH INDUSTRIALIZATION

Both the need to reduce endernic rural unemployment and underemployment

(which is liable to rise in the future) and the need to raise rural income levels

require tbat agricultural development be supplemented by mral off-furn job

creation. If economic, social, environmental and stability considerations are

given their proper weight, the use of intermediate technologies, of small sca1e,

and of the broad geographic distribution of rnanufacturing facilities wil], in rnany

cases, prove to be preferable to the concentration of facilities customary in DCs.

Int€rmediate technology need not signify traditional technology, but t}Ie

most effective combination of up-to-date low-cost (and often small-scale) techno-

logy-wherever such a choice will substantially reduce investments-with up-to-date

high techlology, where the cost increase and the additional maintenance burden

will be justified, such as in the utilization of electronic controls or biological inno-

vation. In any ca,se, selection of technology will have to be of a type admitting later
upgrading with litile loss in sunk investErents. The success of such a development

pattern will depend on the adoption of an appropriate Fromotional policy, on the

emergence of entrepreneurial talent, on the provision of basic infrastructure, on

the establishment of a supportiv€ extension service to offer techr.rological-managerial

advice, and on the assistance of special financla"l instruments.

Iully develo1rcd, tlis sector could provide a very substantial share of employ-

ment in r,rral environments eld contribute to the abatement of important socio-
t...
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economic problems, such as the disparity between urban and mral inconn s and of

the associated rate of rural-urbar migration.

Off-larm programmes might comprise a great variety of products and be

located either in the village or in the nerrest proyincial centre. The most obvioue

ones would, of course, be those associated with the agricultural production process

itself-both on the rupstream' end, e, g. , inputs, tooIs, relx.ir shops, and on flre

downstream end, e. g. , processing (such as sirnple extraction of oils, canring, etc. ),
packagirg and transporting, and, at one remove, the manufacfu re of textile and leather
goods. Off-farm employ4tent creation programmes can be advanced by the construction

of industrial parks (provided witlr the necessary inlrastructure) to serve one or a number

of villages. The experience of Israel and of other countries in cooperative, nrral in-
dustrialization might (with appropriate adrptation of technolog'y) be useiul in the design

of such projects.

Simple non-agricultural consumption Boods, brilding nraterials and housing would

form a second category. Underlaking subsonttacts for tlle production of simple pa.rts

for larger industrial urdedakings might form a third category.

Emphasis on off-farm employment can substantially itcrease the share of the rural
economy in tlle more lucrative eleroents associat€d with a-gricultural production and with
the ma:nufacture of consumption goods for the rural population, and thereby subsiantially
improve income levels and job opportunities. Together w.ith the other nral development

prograrnrt s, it can greatly reduce the gap between town and country, and thereby rein
the lure of hetropolitan industria.l centres.

WSryBE
With mr.:al incomes rising as a result of agricultral productivity and mral in-

dustrializatlon, derrrand for rural seryices will increase, although culhrral bias rnay

temporarily distort the need pattern. Rural seryices will therefore have to be de-
veloped in phase rvith socio-economic development. Slmchronized, massive develop-
ment of agricultural productivity and rural services is of special importance in LIiDCsr,

since it has been found that the attenuation of many of the most disturbing social problems
that pla.gue LDCs-such as rural-urban migration, excessive population grovth-depend,
to a great ext€nt, on the reduction of the differential between urban and rural incomes,
and on the imprcvement of the quality of mral life. 

I
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Here again we shall encounter the need to consider the slrergistic comple-

mentarity between ihardwarer and 'softwale' aspects, between installations and

bebavioural adaptation. Scarcity of capital and of human talent may here even be

more acute than in production-oriented operationso T'he strategJ will tlersfore

again have to be, initiallyr to adapt programmes to constraints, and to use exo-

genous change agents prira rily as catalysts for the transfer of technology, for

the pmmotion of peripheral cooperation and for the creation of leaming contexts

thmugh which constrahts could gradually be relaxed.

The prallel to t}re 'transitional economy' in the dornain of social services

will be tbe ' t r a n s i t i o n a l service system'. Principles of design and im-

plementation will be similar to those outlined for the economic domainr first
priority will be given to assist the poor and unserved to enter the 'transitional

service system', and to facilitate movement to a higher service level of those

tlrat already have some access to the system, Initial progmmmes will again

comprise a very limited number of simple, low-cost routine s requiring little

training, on lines so successfully employed in "Training and Visits" progranmes

in agriculture.

The achievable rate of development of services will, to a great ertent, depend

on the motivation of the target population to pariicipate actively in the programme.

Once routinized, such prograrnmes lose their detrxndence on the centre and have a

good chance to survive political turmoil.

Instead of being condeDqned to resign themselves to an exte rnally prescribed

'basic needs' service system, the target population, in @operation with

change agents, would be offered the option to establish, without delay, a rtransi-

tional systemt, that could be joined by all, and in which a continuous onward move-

ment to higher service levels could be maintained.

The best time for the lar:nching of the initial pbase of the 'transitional service

eystem' might possibly be shortly after the achievement of the first agricultural

productivitv increases, when the target population will be motivated to proceed to

rural instihrtion building to support further economic growth.

The initial phase would focus on the most acute health problems, such as vaccina-

tion, oral rehydration for infants and young children, and preventive euvironmental and

simple curative mcasures to combat endemic diseases. In the ne).t phase, personal

hygiene, sanitation and rural water supply measures might be accorded priority. Sub-

t.,.
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sequently, local health workers could be given additional t]aining and be fully inte-

grat€d into a hierarchical referral system. Scheduling investmert in mral infiz-
stnchrre (mads, energy, improvement of the habitats, communication, etc.) ought

to b€ harmonized with that of the complementary production aspects.

Other issues of the 'transitional mral service system,, such as vocational

training, education and leisure activities, will a.lso have to be fitted in, as need

arises, and to the extent that the target lrcpulation will be ready to p rticipate.

POPUI,ATION CONTROL

Population control-though part of the 'transitional service systemr-has here

been Bingled out for special mention because of its fundarnental importance for the

socio-economic success of any development pmgramme. Ln spite of extensive r€-
Eearch, we still lqow little about the economic, social and psychological motivations

that influence birth-rates and tJle acceptance of bidh contml measures. Apparently,

a number of causative factors interact, but their interaction patterns are still imperfect-

ly understood. Some correlations have even been established which could assist.the

stEtegy plarmer. Blrth-rates bave, for instance, been shown to decline witl tlre rise

tn ttre standard of living, witll improvement in tbe quality of life, with education a-nd

the a\railabiliw of educational options, and with the introduction of effective birtb-
control progr.:ammes.

Considering the I state of t}le ar , the most pragmatic approach $rould, therafor€,

bo to incorporate specific birth-control elements inta socio-economic projects, justified

on their own merits and assumed to gener..at€ motivation to reduce birth-rates. tr'rom

available evidence, it would appear that t}le acceptance of a 'transitional economy' and

a ttransitional service systemr would also constitute a very effective strat€gy to reduce

birtl-rates.

Similar considerations apply to the reduction of the rate of Tural-urban migration an'

the associated rate of urbanization. Agai.n, tlle adoption of a rtransitioDal economy' and

e ttrarsitional service system' will prove an effective strat€gy also i.n slosring down

migration.
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URBAN SLUMS

Although the population of urban slums will, on an averagc, enjov higher

incomes than the rural popula.tion, its poverby, and the tenuous connection of the

so-called rinformal sectortwith the economic system, constitute a problem whose

seriousness often matches tlat of rural poverty.

Unfortunately, theTe is much less experience of the integration of the urban

poor into the economy tlEn there is of similar problems in rural environments.

However, there is no apparent reason why the same strategic principles eould

not be applied, after appropriate adaptation,

Since, in most LDCs, the rate of industrialization and social service building

on lines pursued by DCs cannot natch the !:ate of urbanization (which is controlled

by the gmr.th of the urban population), we shall again have to resort to hterrnediate

solutions, i. e. , to the esbblishment of a 'transitional urban economy',

In this eco:romy, the strat€gy will again have to be to use scarce capital Te-

sources and talent primarily to integrate the great Dajority of the underemployed

and unemployed, as rapidly as possible, into the production pmcess. To achieve

this, job-creation would have to be based on affordable labour-intensive technologies

that could, in time, be upgraded with little loss, Emphasis'would again be on pro-

ducing primarily for the direct consumption of the urban target population and for
such e4rorts to other sectors of the national economy (such as agriculture) or to
other countries as are needed to pay for imports-especially food from the national

agricultuml sector and raw materials.

Though spontaneous development of this type has taken place in a number of

countries-often as a by-product of ra.pid agricultural developmcnt-lit'Je expcrience

bas, so far, been collected on major public-sector projects. The most extensive

projects have been in the field of housing, where affordable tecluology varied fmm
rsite and servicest combined with modest credits lor the purchase of building mate-

rials, to the construction of rcore houses'. More recently, projects for the construc-

tion of industrial parks bave been implemented. The subject of creation of financing

incentives, to encourage rural and urban industrialization, and of industrial extension

services, to provide technological and managerial advice, has been taken up by some

organizations, but is still little explored.
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FACILITATTNG ECONOMTC_FIpoAL poLICy

Economic policies ln many LDCs encourage, e)plicitly or tmplicitly, capital-
intensive Investments in the modern sector, and especially in industry, ard dis-
courage low-cost, labour-satrated investments in the peripheral sector. To

create a major promotional momentum for the 'transitional economyr, this mis-
guided bias would have to be reversed. An analyst, comlEring economic policies of
DCs with those of LDCs, has recently commented tbat DCs, in which the share of
agricult[e in employment pnd prodrction is small and decllning, have rigged their
economies in favour of agriculhEe, and, therefore, possess flourishing agriculfure s,
On the otber hand, LDCs, tu which agriculture employs a high percentage of the labour
force and produces the lion's share of exports, have, paradoxically, rigged their's to
tlle dsadsantage of agriculhrre and bave ended up with stagnaling agriculfures.

The causes for the modern-sector policy bias are associat€d witl economic,
political, ideological and cultural factors. lt may the refore pnove to be difficult to
displace such a firmly anchored blas without soDe assistance from ortside factors.
In lower-income LDCs, possibly the trnost impor,tant assietance tlat outside ta;tors
corld provlde for the promotion of a rtnnsitional econouy' strat€gy rvould be tre ear-
msrking, by intemauonal, regiobal and bilaterat fiDding instifutions, of zubstantial
concessioDary development funds for projects complying vrittr ttre requirements of

this strategy-Tural and urban.

The sp€ciEl asaistrnce to €conomically more advanced LDCE for the prcmotion
of such projects could take tle form of interest-rat€ support, effectuated by jolnt

ftnancing consortia, combining interlational, regional, bilatenl and commercial
financing, on lines suggested, many years ago, by ttre late David Horowitz, then

Governor of tle Bank of Israel. A variant of tle iuterest-rate support policy is, ln
fact, being employed by most DCs in haking available for er<ports to LDCs (and, ln
fact, also for exports t6 DCs) suppliers' credits at highly subsidized interest::ates,
backed up by subsidized export risk insur:ance. Tbe earmartdng of concesslonary

funds for development will creat€ a powerful political motivation in natiorBl govem-

ments to hrrn to the 'transitlonal economyr approach.
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Another, less powerful, but still importrnt way to promote the rethinking

of development policy on the lines suggested here would be to give it professional

respectability. International, regional ard national meetings or€anized by pro-

feesional organlzations, by international finding institutions and by the foundations

could greatly coltribute to this process. In many LDCs, professionals exercise a

considerable influence on policy form:rtions, and acceptance by them of the proposed

development orientation cannot fail to makc itself felt before long.

CONCLUSION

The proposed 'tr:"an€itional economy' strategy attempts to combine tbe vision

of a comprehensive, intersectorial development process with pragmatic decentr::alized

planlrhg, programming and implementation, mindful of prevalent constraints. The

Itransitional economy' strategy calls for the launching of programmes with a limited

number of proJects associated with tbe Ero st acute socio-economic issues and eraploy-

ing an initial level of complexity that is compatible with the current capacities of

development instifutions, change agents al}d target populations. The leararing funcuon

built into programmes will relax these constraints and induce the complementary

adaptation needed for prompt and fulI fruition of investments and for facj.litation of

eubseqrrent, more complex progr:"ammes. Technological, behavioural and organiza-

tionrl aalaptation will thus be developed pari pas su with the iuprovement of

means of pmduction and inputs, with the coupling of capital investments and com-

plementarT extension operations, and with the promotion of peripheral institution

building.

Scarce capital will be employed, together with even scarcer talent, in places,

at times and in ways which $'ill make the greatest contribution to the satisfaction of

raaterial and non-material needs and to tlre catalyzation of adaptation and capacitSr

creation.

The proposed strategy offers not only the most effective way of achieving a

degrae of national self-reliance compatible \pith international intendependence, but

also t,he most expeditious way of reducing dependence of the national peripheral

aector upoD the centre and of promoting social equity.
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The image of development will be tnasformed from an operation viewed

by recipients with doubts and suspicion to that of a participative process generating

the moti Uon and organizational momentum to make it self-sustsining. planning

and implementation-though oriented towards specific goal6, and blueprinted to

emplov specific means-will still tEtain suffrcient flexibility to accommodate un-
certainty, especially in the behavioural and organizational dimensions in response

to lrrformance feedbacks.

The forretion of a ltransitional ecoaomy' holds out hope of int€grating the
great majorif,Jr of the peripheral population by initially emplotring level s of techno-
lory that can be sustained on a national front, and.which can be gradually upgraded,

as nevr rresources and new capacities are created through the process of development.

The more advanced elements of the population alrea-d"v partici.pating in the 't::ansitional
economy! would be assisted to move to more advanced levels, and in time, to the
rmode l-sector' level-what€ver meaning the specific co ntry chooses to impart to
this concept-and to a gr:eater empbasis on trade.

However, the social and economic b€nefits offered by the 'transitional economy'

strategy may not sufflce to make it poUticaUy feasible. Subst€rtial support from
interrational aDd regional agencies may be required to cbange the orthoclcx image of
development. International, regional and bilateral funding iustitutions, atrd other
economic agencies, would have to accept t}re idea of the rtransitional economyr aDd
Itranoitiol|3l aefvice system'as the global str:"ategy for the advancement of the peri-
pheral pop:lation in the LDCs-Iam,l and urban-in the 19808. Tbey would have to
agree to act in concert to further this strategy energEtically and to promote its
acceptsnce by LDCs by the creaflon of strong ftnancial incentives, such as con-
cessionary interest rates or interest-Tate support, The cr€ation of such incentive€
on a 6cale compatible rritl global development requireDents, will call for new

patterne of cooljetation between the intertntional, r€gional and bilateral funding

agenciee, on the one hand, and commercial banks and other agencies, on tre other.

Promotional efforts would also have ta extend to sponsoring the strategy in
professional circles. The tr:ansFosition of the strategy into concrete national pro-
grammes sbould, of course, remain the exclusive prerJgative of national govern-
ments' 

/...
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If we wish to avoiC a situation in which possibly as mary as 700 million

people will in t}Ie year 2000 live belorv the pove1ry level, then the Third World

will have to place much more emphasis on programure s focussed directly on the

development of the lEriphery anl the poor-, elrrnnel suitable resources to these

progremmes, and change prioriiies in resoLlrcc allocation accordingly' Trickling

dorvn effects from the modcrn seclor, in which expecfations were based in the past'

bave faited to materielize.

It is feared that the development st€tegr that could b€ infened from a

radical int€rpretation of the doctrines of the New International Economic Order

(NIEo) rnqv prove to be equally disappointing. It might improve prospects for

economic gtos'th of NICs and, at best, assist a few more LDCs to rise to the

economic status of NICs, but, in the shori and medium nm, it will have little to

offer tc the underprivileged in NICs, LDCS and LLDca alike,

A socio-economic take-off of the periphery: 3chieveC throrgh a 'transitional
ecliromyl and a 'trz.nsitional service system', might' on the other han4 genera:;

'spillf,vers ;1nd'tri3'rilirg-up' eflects nay beyond their direct socic-econonic res'Jlt-s.

rTransitiona.l eccnomy' progru:nmes do not requiTe long preparations. If

accepted by LDCs and by the rlajor funding agencies, rnassive progHmmes could

be launched with little delay ir many countries, Their e4ransion to a global scale

would, however, require an increase of capital transfers from DCs and other

sources of oapilrl to LDCs. Significant increases of tlsnsfers would depend on a

consensus between lenders and borrowers on colc rete international fi-

nancial rrnd economic arrrngements whlch $/ould ofler mani-
fest advantages to all prrties,

Consensus on such a- IDsitive sum-game might not easily tit the econcmic

doctriaes prevaiert on both siies, brlt ii is cer'din1y withfu the realm of possibility.


